
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

December 20, 2018 

 

Lawrence J. Kupfer 

Executive Director  

Virgin Islands Water & Power Authority 

P.O. Box 1450 

St. Thomas, V.I. 00804 

 

Dear Mr. Kupfer, 

 

I am in receipt of your letter, dated December 20, 2018, requesting the assistance of the New 

York Power Authority (“NYPA”) under the Mutual Aid Agreement to which NYPA and the 

Virgin Islands Water and Power Authority (“WAPA”) are signatories. 

NYPA would be pleased to provide assistance to WAPA on the matters outlined in your letter.  

As you know, NYPA, at the request of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo, recently led a delegation of 

public and private utility companies from New York to Puerto Rico on a mutual aid mission to 

assist the Commonwealth to restore electric service to the people of Puerto Rico after the 

devastation caused by Hurricane Maria. 

I have asked Mr. Saul Rojas, Vice President–Technical Compliance here at NYPA, who led the 

mission to Puerto Rico, to serve as NYPA’s lead point of contact for this effort.  Mr. Rojas will 

be reaching out to your staff shortly to address the other issues in your letter. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me regarding this matter. 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Gil C. Quiniones 

President and Chief Executive Officer 

 

 

Cc:  Justin Driscoll 

        Lorelei Farrington 

        Gregory Rhymer  

        Vincent Esposito 

        Saul Rojas 



 

SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT TO MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT 

 This Supplemental Agreement to Mutual Aid Agreement (“Supplemental Agreement”), 
dated as of December 20, 2018, by and among the (i) Virgin Islands Water and Power Authority, 
an  autonomous government instrumentality  and not-for-profit corporation  that, among other 
things, provides electric service to certain customers located in the Virgin Islands (“WAPA” or 

“Requesting Signatory”), and (ii) Power Authority of the State of New York, a New York State 
public authority, a corporate municipal instrumentality of New York, and a political 
subdivision of New York (“NYPA” or the Aiding Party”). Each such party is from time to 
time referred to in this Supplemental Agreement individually as a “Party” or collectively as 
the “Parties.”   
  
 WHEREAS, WAPA’s current energy generation assets rely heavily on fuel oil, and, 
therefore, the price of energy generated by WAPA’s power plants can be adversely impacted by 
escalating crude oil prices worldwide; 
 
 WHEREAS, given its location, WAPA’s power generation, transmission and distribution 
system (collectively, the “Grid”) is vulnerable to impacts from tropical storms and hurricane 
particularly from June through November; 
 
 WHEREAS, WAPA has been pursuing alternative energy resources, such as wind and 
solar, to reduce reliance on fossil fuels, and has further been investing in upgrading its generating 
and distribution systems to improve reliability, and additionally has been providing energy 
efficiency advice to customer to conserve energy;  
  
 WHEREAS, NYPA, America’s largest state power organization, (i) owns and operates 
numerous generating facilities and more than 1,400 circuit-miles of transmission lines throughout 
the State of New York, (ii) provides power, transmission and energy-related services to a diverse 
array of customers including government entities, large and small businesses, community-owned 
electric systems and rural electric cooperatives throughout the State, (iii) is a national leader in 
promoting energy efficiency and the development of clean energy technologies, and (iv) conducts 
and participates in research activities in the areas of electric grid technical improvement, 
management strategies, efficiency, reliability and resiliency;  
 
 WHEREAS, the Parties are signatories to an agreement entitled “Mutual Aid Agreement” 
(“MAA”), which provides a mechanism by which signatory utility companies may request aid from 
other signatory utility companies, and addresses other pertinent matters relating to the provision 
of such aid by an “Aiding Signatory” to a “Requesting Signatory”; 
  
 WHEREAS, by letter dated December 20, 2018 (the “MA Request”), WAPA requested 
NYPA to provide aid to WAPA on matters specified in the MA Request;  
 
 WHEREAS, by letter dated December 20, 2018, NYPA agreed to provide the requested 
aid to WAPA subject to the provisions of the MAA and a supplemental agreement between the 
Parties addressing pertinent matters relating to the provision of aid; and 
 
 WHEREAS, Section 1 of the MAA states in part that the Requesting Signatory agrees to 
compensate the Aiding Signatory as specified in this MAA and “in other agreements that may be 
in effect between the Requesting and Aiding Signatories”.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
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 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual commitments given herein, the 
Parties agree as follows: 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
I. RESILIENCY ASSISTANCE 
 
Subject to available NYPA resources, NYPA agrees, at WAPA’s request, to provide advice and 
assistance to WAPA concerning the Grid and Grid resiliency, including in the following subject 
matter areas (collectively, “Resiliency Assistance”):  
 

1. Design, construction, operation, maintenance and repair of the Grid, including 
modernization of the Grid, and integration of renewable and other alternative energy 
generation sources, energy storage, demand management and other technologies and 
options into the Grid.  
 

2. Development of methodologies, policies and corporate governance practices for 
improvement of Grid reliability and resiliency with respect to storms and other catastrophic 
and environmental threats, as well as commercial, economic and market threats and 
opportunities relating to the Grid. 
 

3. Study and development of economically viable best practices to “harden” the Grid against 
likely future force majeure events, including tropical storms, island conditions and risks 
that are particular to WAPA, including use of new designs, materials, system monitoring 
and control methods to prevent and minimize the impact of outages and Grid damage, 
reduce repair costs and shorten recovery times. 
 

4. Development of improved corporate capacity and supporting functions, including supply 
chain sustainability, security and management, critical contractor access and availability, 
repair and recovery equipment and materials inventory and availability, cyber security, 
internal and external communications, readiness, response and mobilization planning for 
events, including storms and other threats, and community relations capabilities. 
 

5. Potential strategies for long-term infrastructure upgrade financing and economic 
partnering with customers, suppliers, investors and financiers.  

 
 
II. REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties in advance, WAPA will reimburse NYPA for NYPA’s out-
of-pocket expenses (“Reimbursable Expenses”) relating to provision of Resiliency Assistance in 
accordance with the “Guidelines for Reimbursable Expenses” (“Guidelines”) contained in 
Appendix A to this Supplemental Agreement. The Guidelines shall supersede Sections 3 and 4 
of the MAA.  
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III. INFORMATION ACCESS 
 
WAPA agrees to provide NYPA with timely access to such information, data and WAPA Grid-
related facilities that NYPA requests and reasonably concludes is necessary for the provision of 
the Resiliency Assistance.  

 
IV.  CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
The Parties understand that in connection with the Resiliency Assistance, WAPA may need to 
provide NYPA with various business, technical, commercial and other information and data 
(whether oral, written, electronic, or otherwise), including trade secrets and other sensitive 
technical or business information that is not generally known or readily available to third parties 
and that will be deemed proprietary and confidential and of both tangible and intangible value to 
WAPA (“Confidential Information”).  The Parties agree to negotiate in good faith for the purpose 
of entering into one or more non-disclosure agreements for the purpose of protecting Confidential 
Information from unwarranted disclosure.   
 
V. NATURE OF RESILIENCY ASSISTANCE  
 
The Parties acknowledge and agree that:  
 

1. the NYPA Resiliency Assistance is advisory only, will consist only of general consultation 
and provision of information and advice in the spirit of intergovernmental cooperation, and 
are not intended to supplant WAPA’s utility responsibilities and obligations to ratepayers, 
customers, governing bodies or meet any WAPA’s legal and regulatory requirements, or 
meet any professional standard of care;  
 

2. NYPA makes no representation or warranty with respect to completeness, accuracy or 
suitability or appropriateness of any information, recommendations, tactics or strategies 
for any purpose or to achieve any specific result; 
 

3. NYPA’s ability to advise or assist WAPA with specific issues may be limited by NYPA’s 
statutory authority, corporate powers, board authorizations, policies, and contract 
covenants;  
 

4. NYPA assumes no fiduciary duty to any party or for any purpose in entering and 
performing this Supplemental Agreement;  

 
5. NYPA assumes no duty to provide any specific quantity or type of advisory services or 

information to WAPA; 
 

6. NYPA assumes and understands that WAPA has consulted and will continue to consult 
with and seek advice from expert professionals that it retains before acting on any matter 
discussed as part of the Resiliency Assistance; and 
 

7. WAPA has final authority and responsibility as to all decisions and actions and will exercise 
its own independent judgment on how to proceed on any matter that is the subject of the 
Resiliency Assistance. 
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VI. CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
With five (5) days of the execution of this Supplemental Agreement, each Party agrees to establish 
one or more points of contract for the other Party to facilitate communications between the parties 
relating to the activities addressed under this Supplemental Agreement. 

VII. MISCELLANEOUS  

1. This Supplemental Agreement may be modified or amended at any time by the mutual 
agreement of the all parties in writing.  No action or delay or failure to take action by either 
party will be deemed to constitute a release or waiver of any right or condition. 
 

2. No third party beneficiaries are intended by this Supplemental Agreement. 
 

3. This Supplemental Agreement represents the entire understanding of the Parties hereto 
with regard to the subject matter hereof and supersedes any prior agreements and/or 
understandings, whether written or oral, between the Parties regarding such subject 
matter.   
 

4. This Supplemental Agreement does not restrict either Party from participating in any 
activity with other public or private agencies, organizations or individuals. 
 

5. The Supplemental Agreement is governed by and is to be construed in accordance with 
the laws of the State of New York. 
 

6. No third-party beneficiaries are intended by this Supplemental Agreement. 
 

7. This Supplemental Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which is hereby 
deemed to be an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. 
 

VIII. TERM AND TERMINATION  

The term of this Supplemental Agreement shall begin on the date of execution by all Parties and 
shall expire one year from such date, unless extended in writing by mutual agreement of the 
Parties. Each Party may withdraw from this Supplemental Agreement at any time by providing at 
least thirty (30) days’ prior written notice to the other Party.  Regardless of the reason for 
termination, WAPA shall reimburse NYPA for all costs and expenses incurred prior to the 
expiration of the termination notice period, consistent with the provisions of Section II and the 
Guidelines.   
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, by signing below, the Parties agree that they have read, 
understand, and agree to the terms and conditions provided for herein. 

  
POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK  
 

By:    
Name: Gil C. Quiniones   
Title: President and CEO   
Date: December 20, 2018   
 
 
VIRGIN ISLANDS WATER AND POWER AUTHORITY      
  
 
By:        
Name: Lawrence J. Kupfer   
Title: Executive Director (CEO)  
Date: December 20, 2018 
 
  



Appendix A to Supplemental Agreement to Mutual Aid Agreement 

 
GUIDELINES FOR REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES  

 
Capitalized terms and abbreviations used in these Guidelines for Reimbursable Expenses that 
are not defined herein shall have the meaning provided in the Supplemental Agreement to 
Mutual Aid Agreement.   
 
1. REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 
 

a. Labor Force  
 
NYPA will seek reimbursement for the hours worked and actual labor costs incurred (plus direct 
benefits related to this labor) by its temporary or permanent employees (“Employees”) to 
provide Resiliency Assistance.  Hours and activities will be documented by providing a daily 
tracking sheet for work undertaken.  Labor rates will be documented by providing copies of 
payroll registers for each Employee involved.  Direct benefits will be applied to labor via NYPA's 
normal and customary calculated benefit rate percentages. 
 
In some limited instances NYPA may choose to use a pre-existing NYPA contractor to perform 
certain limited technical tasks that can be more efficiently and effectively performed in that 
manner (“Contractor”).  All Contractors will have been procured according to NYPA's own 
procurement policies and procedures as authorized by New York law.  Approval from WAPA will 
be obtained before utilizing Contractors in these limited roles. 
 

b. Equipment  
 
Charges for any equipment used in the U.S. Virgin Islands (“USVI”) in connection with the 
provision of Resiliency Assistance (“Equipment”) will be charged to WAPA at the published 
Federal Emergency Management Agency equipment rates for actual hours operated.  Daily 
tracking sheets will be provided demonstrating, to the extent practicable, hours that the 
Equipment was used and Employees who operated the Equipment. 
 

c. Transportation 
 
All travel will be arranged by NYPA’s travel desk services whenever possible in accordance with 
NYPA's travel policies and procedures.  Documentation for travel expenses will include the 
following: 
 

i. Flights 
 
Receipts or similar back-up will be provided demonstrating cost and route for coach 
class airfare.  Invoices may also include airline charges for seat assignments and 
baggage fees. 
 

ii. Ground Transportation   
 
Receipts for car rentals will be provided for actual costs incurred along with receipts 
for any other ground expense incurred in excess of $50 (taxi, mileage, etc.). 
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d. Lodging  

 
Hotel folios will be provided for actual lodging costs incurred.  NYPA will seek to book lodging at 
rates less than or equal to the U.S. Department of Defense (“DOD”) federal per diem rates for 
the USVI, however if travel is required by WAPA during periods of time when such rates is not 
available NYPA will charge for actual costs incurred. 
 

e. Meals  
 

Employees will be paid per diems to cover meals and incidentals according to the DOD federal 
per diem rates and reimbursement will be provided on this basis.  No receipts for meals or 
incidentals will be provided. 
 

f. Other 
 

NYPA may incur other reasonable and necessary costs related to performing Resiliency 
Assistance and will agree on those items with WAPA on a case by case basis. 
 
 
2. INVOICING AND REIMBURSEMENT 
 

NYPA may invoice WAPA on a monthly basis for labor and expenses incurred for the 

provision of Resiliency Assistance.  Payment on invoices is due within 30 days after 

receipt of each invoice.  Payment is not contingent upon the existence of third-party 

funding sources or third-party funding. 

 

Signature:

Email:

Title:

Company:
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